Listing Package Special
For Homeowners
As Realtors®, we understand the stress and anxiety that can accompany preparing a home for listing. To help
serve our clients better, we offer a few different packages designed to get the job done with limited hassle.

The Simple Tour:
Occupied Home

$175

If you’re the type of homeowner who likes to get the job
done yourself, this package is for you.
During the evaluation, a member of our team will walk
through the home with you to indicate the modifications
that should happen to make the home ready for listing.

Additional Services:
$345

After the initial tour, you will receive a written report
containing suggestions for proper furniture placement,
color changes, and style treatments to help accentuate
your home and move it quicker through the sales
process. When you have the changes complete, we
will return to your home prior to the listing photos
being taken to double-check the work and make
final tweaks if needed.

$375/half day

After the initial consultation and plans, the ReVamped
Interiors team will schedule the time to come to your
home and complete the necessary staging for you.
(1-2 rooms are staged with this package.)

$750 /full day

After the initial consultation and plans, the ReVamped
Interiors team will schedule the time to come to your
home and complete the necessary staging for you.
(2-3 rooms are staged with this package.)

Additional time is available with every package above based on needs. Add-on services are also available.
*All Pricing Options can be edited to each individual clients décor needs, please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions.
All package pricing excludes the purchasing or renting of needed materials including furniture, appliances, etc.
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Add-On Options

Each item is priced by the hour and is in addition to any package above.
Pricing for the options below range from $375 for a half day on up depending upon what is needed.
A quote will be given before any work is done.

Purging and Decluttering Homes:
Decluttering and organizing needs to happen before staging or decorating can happen. We will work
along side you to help you make decisions on what to keep and what to store away in order to get the
home “listing-ready.”

Packing:
Once all purging and decluttering is complete, we will provide a team to help pack items that are going
into storage or being donated. When the time is right, we can also work with your movers to
coordinate an organizational chart that will help make the unpacking that much easier.

Organizing Cabinets or Closets:
Our team will work decluttering cabinets, pantries or closets. Improving cabinet functionality by
eliminating outdated food items, stacking storage containers, pans and lids as well as wiping them all
down will present an incredible look for potential buyers. It’s all about Storage!
And, if your closets are chock full of clothes, shoes, coats, etc. that you haven’t worn or are out of
season, we will pack those up for you allowing again for the potential buyers to see more space.

Additional Options: (priced as needed)
Coordinating Off-site Storage Arrangements

Personal Shopping

Cleaning (Pre- or post-construction)

Contractor Consultations

Professional Photography with Stager

Professional Photography
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